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Suffolk poll to look internationally after November electton
Governor.

For

a

fun

Sam Humphrey exercise to end the
Journal Staff semester, Paleologos had
With the Boston Mayoral
and City Councilor election
and the vote on the East
Boston Casino bid just six
days away, Dave Paleologos,
director of Suffolk’s Political
Research Center (SUPRC) is
hard at work polling Boston
voters.
While all these are tight
races, he wants to release one
more poll before the elections.
But Halloween and the World
Series means fewer voters are
interested enough to answer
a poll’s phone calls. Despite
these challenges, Paleologos is
happy to have the opportunity
to poll for the university, and
it is something he worked very
hard to get started.
He started teaching classes
on political surveying at
Suffolk and Emerson College
in 1995, but he always had
bigger plans.
Seven years later, a student
mentioned that Mitt Romney
might run for Massachusetts’

his students run a poll to
see if Rornney could beat
then-Governor Jane Swift
in the Republican primary.
The “poll came back as
a landslide for Romney,”
he said. Stunned, he had
a professional phone bank
finish the poll, which
found similar results.
“We released it on a
Wednesday. The Boston
Herald released similar
results Friday. And on the
following Monday, Swift
announced she wouldn’t__
run for governor,” recalled
Paleologos.
Paleologos realized that
a poll would be a huge
opportunity for Suffolk. That
spring, Andy Hiller of Channel
7 asked him to be their new
pollster. SUPRC started later
that year, and now conducts
polls in Massachusetts and
around the country.
College students can heavily
influence smaller elections,
Paleologos said.
“I’ve found that the elections
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that students have the most
impact is the elections where
the general turnout is lower.”
But
Boston’s
college
students do not seem very
interested
in
November’s
mayoral election.
“I don’t feel the buzz (on
campus) that I felt last year
when Obama was running for
reelection,” he said, noting
that many Boston residents
who participate in his polls
do not even know their city
councilor or polling place.

Those respondents have to be
filtered out of the final results.
Paleologos is not sure
whether the East Boston
casino bid will pass, either.
Casino supporters enjoyed an
eight-point lead in Suffolk’s
poll in early October, but since
then one investor, Caesar’s
Entertainment, has backed out
of the bid.
The change could mean
more undecided voters, and
“undecided voters tend to
tack the ‘No’ side if they're

not sure.” This makes for an
interesting race, he said. “But
this won’t be an [typical] East
Boston vote. We’re not going
to see 60-40 percent election
results.”
In Suffolk’s last poll. East
Boston men supported the
casino by almost a 20-point
margin, but East Boston
women were torn. That is
because women are most
likely to suffer the negative
consequences of casinos

See POLL page 2

Marty Walsh plans to make Boston better for students
■d

Melissa Hanson
News Editor
Editor's note: City Councilor
John Connolly did not respond to
requests for a smiliar story.

College was far from
ordinary for Martin J. Walsh,
but that did not stop him from
gaining an understanding of
the young people who study in
Boston.
The mayoral hopeful wants
the vote of college students in
the Nov. 5 election to replace
long-time Mayor Thomas M.
Menino.
“This mayor’s race is about
the future of college students,”
said Walsh in a telephone
interview with The Suffolk
Journal. “It’s important for
students to get involved in the
political process.
Walsh,
a
state
Representative,
attended
Suffolk University for one
semester after completing
high school. He took a
political course, and decided
college was not right for him
at that moment. It was not
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Marty Walsh supporters outside the Modern
Theatre before the September debate
until about 20 years later that
Walsh received a degree from
Boston College.
“I generally liked the
history classes,” said Walsh.
“Philosophy as well."
Taking night classes at BC
in his early 40s was far from
the average college experience
in Boston.
“For me personally, I got
more out of it,” he said. “I
encourage people to go back

to school.”
Although earning his degree
at twice the age of the average
college student was a positive
experience for Walsh, he
does think the typical college
experience is important for
young people.
Walsh
believes
the
perception of college students
he gained from taking classes
with people half his age makes
him a mayor well suited for

Boston, a diverse city where
college students can be spotted
around every corner.
With plenty of issues on his
agenda if he is elected mayor,
Walsh, who is most known for
his involvement with unions,
said students should vote for
him for “the same reasons
non-students should.”
He thinks that his “record
of accomplishments” will allow
him to do just that. Walsh is
asking Boston voters to trust in
his 16 years of legislation and
elect him to Menino’s spot in
City Hall. He cites job creation
and bringing more women and
people of color into the work
force as some of his most
important accomplishments.
Walsh said real life experience
is what puts him ahead of
opponent John Connolly.
Walsh hopes to create
city-wide Wi-Fi. He wants to
expand Massachusetts Bay
Transportation
Authority
service, and look to make the
city more energy efficient, he
said.
But for students especially,
Walsh wants to create more
jobs, and more homes in the

city. He wants students from
the 50 colleges and universities
scattered throughout Boston
to be able to stick around after
graduating, with a job to put
money into their pockets, and
a home to raise a family in.
Another issue he feels
students can identify with is
night life.
“I’m going to look at how
to make Boston a little more
fun, a little livelier,” he said,
“more of a 21st century city.”
Something
he
personally
would enjoy is more live
music, he said.
Walsh also hopes to
strengthen Boston schools
and create more affordable
housing.
Until Tuesday’s election,
Walsh will continue tc
campaign through Boston’s
neighborhoods, jumping from
one side of the city to the next,
trying to secure as many votes
as possible, he said.
Students who want to reach
out to Walsh can contact him
through mart3walsh.org or or
Twitter at @Marty_Walsh.
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Suffolk hosts “headucation'
to address risk of concussions

POLICE BLOTTER
Wednesday Octobeir 23

the event that Suffolk offers a through some of the highlights

Sarah Lolsker lot of help for student athletes of Nowinksi’s WWE days, clips

6:47 p.m.
150 Tremont

Journal Staff dealing with concussions,
such as tutor programs and
Former Harvard football offices. At the start of next
player and World Wrestling semester, Suffolk plans to take
Entertainment wrestler Chris concussed students' needs
Nowinski surprised student more seriously, by introducing
athletes Tuesday afternoon as tutors to watch students with
they filled into the C. Walsh concussions, checking up on
Theater to get head-ucated, a them to make sure that their
lesson about concussions and education does not suffer.
“We put a lot of money into
how to deal with them.
The main point of the our education, and we don’t
seminar, want to waste that if we’re
Headucation
presented by Suffolk Athletics, injured,” Roman said.
As an introduction, Suffolk
was to promote the reality
of how concussions affect athletic trainer Jeff Stone
athletes and what actions spoke about the afternoon’s

Liquor law violation - possession of alcohoi by a minor. Judicial Internal.

Thursday October 24
10:45 p.m.
Miller Hall -10 Somerset St

Liquor law violation - possession of alcohoi by a minor. Judicial Internal.

Friday October 25
11:00 a.m.
Donahue

Trespassing. Arrest by SUPD.

Saturday October 26

1

3:00 p.m.
73 Tremont

Larceny. Investigation.

C0RREC710N: Last week a quote
was attributed incorrectly in the
article on changes in the Sawyer
^Library due to a reporting error.
iE correction will be posted on suf|folkjournal.net.
From POIiL page 1
and gambling addiction,
like spousal neglect or
irresponsible financial losses,
according to Paleologos.
After
the
November
election, Paleologos will work
on a path to polling in other
countries.
“My goal in the next two to
four years is to have Suffolk
partnering with universities
in other countries,” Paleologos
said. He wants to know how
other
countries’
citizens
view their own governments,
America’s government and
congress, and Americans’
lifestyles.
“I think it would be a
great tool to cut through the
[politicians’]
propaganda...
and just collect some straight,
open public polling on these
issues.”
In April, Suffolk partnered
with the Universidad del
Turabo to poll voters in
Puerto Rico, looking at their
opinions of the territory’s
fiscal problems and prospects
of American statehood.
After that poll was released,
the government of the country
Georgia contacted Paleologos
saying that
they were
interested in a partnership.
I “It’s great; when other

countries are coming to you,
and want their ambassadors
introduced to the university...
that’s something I’m very
proud of,” he said.
“Good research is hard to
find...And we don’t have to
sell (our research) to anyone...
Our philosophy is that what
happens, happens. We’re not
soliciting anybody,” but they
still get media interviews and
citations, he said.
“I don’t schmooze with
politicians...! haven’t met any
of the candidates for mayor,
and I’m proud to say that...
What I do has to be totally
scientific and free of any
emotional context.”
Paleologos
also wants
to start a campaign school
at Suffolk. Several of his
students have gone on to
run in elections and win. But
launching such a program is
difficult, especially when he
is polling at the same time. In
the meantime, he still teaches
Political Survey Research in
the spring.
“It might be pie in the
sky,” he said. “But I thought a
political research institute was
pie-in-the-sky twelve years
ago.”

of him getting his head bashed
into the ring floor, for the sake
of entertainment. As he joked,
saying that the WWE is fake,
he said the injuries were all
real.
“After the fight, everyone
kept asking me, ‘Are you sure
you’re okay?’ and I just said the
typical thing, ‘Yeah, I’m fine.’”
Nowinski said. He continued to
enter the ring every night for
the next five weeks, thinking
that he only had the flu. “I
didn’t get better,” he recalled.
Showing the audience
brain scans of athletes who

‘We put a lot of money into our education, and
we don’t want to waste that if we’re injured.”
- Brett Roman, sophomore and hockey player

to take when dealing with a
; concussion. Nowinski stated
the five ways to protect
yourself, which included to
report immediately when
you have a concussion, help
teammates out if you suspect
they have a concussion, be
honest about your symptoms,
manage the risk and recovery
time, and work on neck and
core strengths.
Hosting the seminar was
Suffolk sophomore hockey
player Brett Roman, who spoke
briefly before introducing the
main event of the afternoon.
Roman
urged
student
athletes in attendance to take
Nowinski’s words seriously
because concussions affect
athletes of all types, not just
contact sport players.
“I feel like that we’re
making good strides to raise
awareness,” Roman said.
Roman also noted during

agenda to educate student
athletes about the concerns
and reality of concussions.
“All concussions are not
the same,” Stone said. “No two
athletes react the same to a
concussion.”
As Nowinski took the stage,
he promoted his book, “Head
Games,” about the concussion
crisis in sports on the rise and
how to protect athletes.
“We
don’t
value
the
information
about
concussions,”
Nowinski
added before starting his
presentation, which was about
defining concussions, why they
are important to not overlook,
and what to do about them.
A major component of his
presentation was to show
the audience some of the
reasons why he is dedicated
to concussion and chronic
traumatic encephalopathy, or
GTE. These reasons were noted

had passed through the hands
of suicide influenced by GTE
opened the eyes of most of
the athletes to the reality of
concussions.
“You
can’t
see
the
symptoms of a concussion.
You don’t bleed out your eyes
and say ‘Hey coach. I’ve got a
concussion,” Nowinski said.
After Nowinski’s lecture,
he held a short question and
answer session. The first
150 students in attendance
were given a free T-shirt
and wristband to promote
concussion cause awareness. If
students need support, there
are multiple options to reach,
including the Balotti Learning
Genter, Student Affairs, and the
Office of Disability Serivces,
located in 73 Tremont.
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Photo by Aaron Nevin

Chris Nowinski, Harvard alumnus and former WWE wrestler in the C. Walsh
Theatre
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Changes for SUPD:
Stepping up services, considering arming officers
Dani Marrero
Asst. Int'l Editor
As his second semester
at Suffolk hits its midpoint,
University Police Chief Gerard
Coletta has made changes to
empower SU officers as well
as strengthen communication
between SUPD and students,
faculty, and administration.
“One thing I have changed is
to give our officers power to do
things that in the past would be
left to Boston Police,” Coletta
explained.
These
powers
include detaining, carrying out
in-depth investigations, as well
as certain other jurisdictions.
“We have the authority and
skills to do that,” he said. “Our
officers have been trained for
it.”
Although Coletta worked
for Stonehill College Police
Department prior to Sufolk, he
shared that there are certain
new challenges encountered in
a campus like Suffolk, with “no
assigned public spaces.”
“We are concerned over the
safety of students walking alone
late at night,” Coletta said,
“which is why we offer escort
services to selected areas.”
While this list of places has
recently increased to include a

'#

,

Photo by

couple of MBTA stops, Coletta
admits that this service has its
limits. He disclosed that one of
the reasons the escort service is
restricted to the assigned areas
is due to the number of officers
in each shift that are able to
provide this service, making
it difficult to cover locations
not directly associated with
Suffolk. Another point he
shared for this issue was that
SUPD officers are unarmed, a
matter that may be taken under
reconsideration soon.

“Our
officers
remain
unarmed to this day,” he
said. “It is something that the
department may consider, but
not without the help and input
of the Suffolk community.”
Another recent change has
been the new entering policies
to the university’s residence
halls. The procedure is to swipe
your student ID to unlock the
doors of the building and then
have the officer on duty swipe
it a second time to verify that
is it your own ID before you are

able to fully enter.
It replaced the
previous policy in
which
residents
only had to display
a color coded
sticker
stamped
on their ID to be
granted access to
the residence hall.
While strong
jfe
opinions against
i the
current
procedure
have
risen,
Coletta
emphasizes that
this is the best way
to keep residents
in the halls safe.
Although
the
previous system
Dani Marerro did provide some
control over who
entered the buildings, it lacked
the ability to provide officers
updated information in case
of a change in the assigned
residence hall of each student
or in the case that a student’s
on-campus housing privileges
are suspended.
A new, more efficient
software is expected to be
installed during the winter
break that will relieve some of
the glitches the present system
has, including minimizing the
wait times to sign in to the

residence halls.
In an interview with Tht
Suffolk Journal, Chief Colettt
expressed part of his focus to be
on “making strong relationshipj
with administration, staff
and students.” Since then
SUPD has joined numerouj
social media networks in ar
effort to get connected tc
students, including Twittei
and Facebook. A representative
from the Student Governmem
Association also meets wit!
SUPD periodically to discuss
campus security.
Coletta said that the
best form of cooperatior
between students and the
police department is bj
communication.
“If there is something that is
making you feel uncomfortable
or unsafe, please let us know
Even if you are not sure if it is
against a policy or not, talk tc
someone about it.” He advisee
students to report all activit)
that puts their security at risk
especially to those living or
campus.
“My message to the officer:
is to remember that we are t
service oriented department,’
Coletta said. “We are here tc
make it easy for you guys.”

Suffolk's Career Fest tailors to diverse career needs
“Leveraging

Social

Media

“Make

sure to

draw a

Thalia Yunen to Launch Your Career,” co line between Linkedin and
Journal Staff sponsored by the newly- Facebook [for example], or
This year. Career Fest was
presented over the course of
nine days, with over 20 events
packed in to benefit Suffolk
students.
Events ranged widely to
cater to students in different
stages in their careers, from
undergraduates choosing their
major, to graduates networking
with post-graduates. Career
Fest had a lot to offer in terms
of enhancing career smarts.
“Career Fest is usually
held in the fall,” said Director
of Career
Services
and
Cooperative Education Paul
Tanklefsky. “We try to put
the spotlight on students and
careers [in order to] provoke
thought. It also provides
our office with visibility and
students are aware that there
is a place they can go to for
assistance.”
In recent years, and
what Tanklefsky refers to as
“changing times,” the Career
Development Center has put
an emphasis on workshops
addressing social media and
its impact on employment
during and after college. This
way Career Fest helps enhance
“student’s ability to start to
leverage their experience
and enhance their electronic
resume,” he said.
One such event, titled

formed Suffolk University
Public Relations Society, was
designed to teach students
how employers like Fidelity
Investments use social media
to recruit potential candidates.
Grace Kiem and Brian Nowak,
members of the College
Relations team representing
Fidelity Investments, came to
Suffolk Law School Oct. 22 and
offered tips on how to enhance
one’s social media presence.
They especially concentrated
on Linkedin.
Their first, and arguably
most
important,
piece
of advice was to “Google
yourself’ This way, students
know what kind of content
is out there that could be
potentially harmful to future
employment. Making sure to
privatize all of your accounts
is also important, Kiem and
Nowak said. If students do
so, current employers and
co-workers alike will not see
students constantly updating
their professional resume.
Red flags could be raised by
employers if students all of
a sudden decide to enhance
skills and add work experience
on accounts like Linkedin.
In terms of social media
accounts, making sure to
distinguish between personal
and professional accounts is a
must.

it could potentially create a
problem in the workplace,”
said Kiem.
When figuring out how
to groom online behavior,
keep in mind that venting
and over-sharing are often
unnecessary and frowned
upon, and avoiding connecting
with anyone and everyone is
important.
“Especially if you’re just
starting out, it’s important to
choose the people you connect
with carefully, that way you
can grow a strong network, no
matter how slowly,” said Kiem,
who also advises students to
join groups and company pages
on Linkedin. For example,
Suffolk University has plenty
of group pages where alumni
post jobs just for Suffolk
students.
While at the Leveraging
Social Media event, a student
from the audience asked
if one can remove content
from Google if they find
something that puts them
in an unfavorable light. To
that, Kiem did not have an
immediate answer. Jonathan
Huang, former systems analyst
intern at Fidelity Investments
mentioned that although one
cannot expunge data off of
Google, one can put out more
positive content so that it does
not appear on the first page.

Photo by Elizabeth Bone

That is the page that leaves
the strongest impression on
most employers, and often,
the only page that they check,
he said.
In addition to “Leveraging
Social Media”, Suffolk held
a Linkedin photo shoot last
week for students who wanted
to enhance their profiles with
a professional photograph.
Michele Rapp was available
during the shoot to answer
any questions about how to
dress for an interview, the
workplace, and after-work
business meetings. Michael
Clarke was the photographer
on the scene. He encouraged
students to smile and relax
along the way.
These are only two out of 20

events over the course of nin«
days. Career Fest does not lad
in variety - from the “Majors/
Minors Expo” where student;
gained valuable advice fron
faculty and upperclassmen or
what career path to choose
to “Career Focus: Options ir
Asia” where students were
informed on the differeni
professional paths they car
take if they have a backgrounc
in international affairs, global
business, or Asian studies ■
Career Fest 2013 packed t
lot of information in a short
amount of time.
Career
Fest
continue;
on this week with event;
such as “Making a Career ol
Difference.”

w
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New 9th floor study space is a hit among students
also a social hive. Perhaps the

Chris Cote- lounge’s most useful feature,
McLaughlin study and conference rooms
Journal Contributor border the length of the hall,
To
much
ado
and
excitement, Suffolk recently
reopened the doors of the
ninth floor to a new lounge
(aptly titled the ninth floor
library study lounge.) At times
when the library may prove far
too crowded, or Cafd 73 may
be far too loud, the ninth floor
lounge may be the perfect quiet
getaway for both on-campus
and commuter students. While
the lounge remains somewhat
of a “campus secret” for now,
its walls and bay windows hold
features that could very well
make it a Suffolk University
staple.
The lounge itself boasts a
long, spacious hall with tall
ceilings and arguably some
of the best views on campus.
Comfortable couches and
armchairs line the lounge, as
well as an ample amount of
complacent and conveniently
placed study areas. Enormous,
wall mounted flat-screen TVs
create both an area for study
and leisure. A tall stretch table
with bar seating runs almost as
the lounges spine, creating not
only a fantastic work area, but

similar to those in the library.
Large bay windows overlook
Boston, from downtown, to
Fenway, with some of the
city’s most iconic landmarks
on clear display. With such
panoramic and dynamic sights
as far from the Prudential
Center to the Citgo sign, nearly
every single neighborhood
is in sight, emblematically
capturing residencies of many
of the school's commuter
students. Certainly a spectacle
to behold, the view alone
would be enough to capture
the attention of countless
Suffolk students.
A
great
improvement
that the lounge brings to
Suffolk’s campus is more of a
“campus feel,” some say. “It’s
beautiful,” said sophomore
Jackie Devanni.
“It’s surprising to see so
many people up here, it was
definitely needed.”
While other common spots
on campus such as in residency
halls are open to on-campus
students only, a great appeal
of the ninth floor library study
lounge is its availability to
commuter students as well.

Photo by Chris Cote-McLaughlin

“I commute from Fenway,
so it’s nice to see that there
is somewhere for all of us
[commuter students] to hang
out while we’re not in class,”
said Devanni.
With Suffolk’s opening of
the new space, it seems that
there is more of an interest in
student involvement.

“The new lounge will
definitely end up in my
spending more time on
campus,” said sophomore
Meghan Becker. It appears
that the addition of the ninth
floor could perhaps lead to an
influx of student activity and
involvement on campus.
From student feedback.

it appears the ninth floor
library study lounge has been
a great success in its debut.
While Suffolk’s motto may be
that “Boston is your campus,”
Suffolk may be making one of
its own.

Boston bustling with Halloween cheer,
students asked to act responsibily
Brian Holak
Journal Staff
Halloween
is
a
special time of the year
filled
with
questionable
costumes, frightening fun,
complementary candy and a
smidge of shame.
However one describes it
(alliteration aside,) Halloween
is a celebration that can take
many forms.
Whether you plan on
spending it partying until
the wee hours of All Hallows
Eve, gathering for a small
celebration with your costumeclad friends, curled up on the
couch watching Netflix with
your boo (AKA your cat) or
binge-eating all the candy by
yourself, Halloween never fails
to elicit a particular nostalgia.
Unfortunately, Halloween
can also elicit illicit activity,
which is not as nice. That is
why it is especially important
to be safe this week—and not
just because Freddy may or
may not be waiting to kill you
in your dreams. Joking aside,
the city around Halloween can
be a dangerous place and it is
important to keep yourself as
safe as possible.
William B. Evans of the
Boston Police Department
outlined safety guidelines for
college students to follow in
the coming days.
/

.75 V

Among the list are basic
principles to follow: be aware
of your surroundings and, if
possible, do not walk alone
at night, do not consume or
purchase alcoholic beverages
unless you are of legal age,
keep electronic devices out
of sight, wear light or bright
costumes in order to be visible
by motorists, carry flashlights,
do not cross the street
between parked cars, avoid
loose-fitting masks that might
restrict breathing or obscure
vision and, of course, if you
see something, say something.
Along with that, the OffCampus Housing Office would
like to remind everyone to keep
noise to a minimum, including
music and large gathering
both in your residences and
out on the street. We all need
to be respectful neighbors.
That means lowering your
voices while you reenact “The
Rocky Horror Picture Show” in
your living room.
With that in mind, there are
a lot of fun things to do this
week, including Haunt Fest in
the basement of 150 Tremont,
with the OCHO Commuter
Ambassadors and the Residence
Hall Association. There will be
snacks and fun games, as well
as an appearance by Sketchual
Misconduct and a costume
contest. The first-prize-winner
of the contest will receive $100
in Ram Card money.

If you are looking for some
responsible fun off-campus, it is
Halloween Week at the Brattle
Theatre in Harvard Square. It
is a great opportunity to see
classic horror movies on the
big screen with your friends.
There are also Halloween
shows at Improv Asylum in the
North End on Wednesday and
Thursday night that are bound
to be horrifyingly hilarious.
Another option is a
haunted tour of Boston, which
is offered by a number of
venues. The tours take you
to haunted places in the city
while telling terrifyingly true
tales of murder, revenge and
ghosts.
How do Suffolk students
plan on celebrating Halloween?
Sophomore Ariana Santo
plans on making matching
devil costumes with her friend
and going to a university in
New Hampshire to celebrate.
Aunnakalia Boyce, senior,
plans on going to the alwayspopular Salem, home of the
famous witch trials, with her
boyfriend and friends. Boyce,
like many others, hopes to join
in on the Halloween-themed
festivities and craziness that
Salem has to offer this month.
However you plan to
spend your Halloween, just
remember to have fun and be
safe.
And do not sleep. Because
of Freddy.
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Career Fest 2013: Study abroad students
learn how to market their experiencunique story about how their studied

abroad

and

those

Matt Bacon study abroad experience has who are planning to. While

International Editor helped them in the working the point of the event was to
One of Suffolk’s biggest
attractions is its study abroad
program. On top having a
second campus in Madrid,
Suffolk offers a wide variety
of study abroad options that
students cannot find at most
other schools in the country.
As part of this year’s Career
Fest, a panel of four Suffolk
alums gathered in the Poetry
Center on Tuesday to talk to
students about how they used
their study abroad experiences
in the job market. Alumni
Jonathan Darden and Lindsey
Darling, both employed by
the office of Undergraduate
Admissions, joined alumns
Brittany McDonough and
Emily Torres-Cullinane on the
panel.
Studying abroad is an
opportunity to branch out
and learn new things not only
about one's self, but other
people and cultures. What
many students do not realize
is that studying abroad is
also a marketable experience
that looks great to potential
employers.
Each panel member had a

world. Darden recalled going
in for a job interview with
a man from Spain, and the
conversation
went
from
being an English conversation
about business to a Spanish
conversation about soccer. He
felt that both his grasp of the
language and knowledge of
another culture gave him an
edge over other applicants.
“It gives you more to
talk about in interviews,”
McDonough added. “It sets
yourself apart in a creative
way.”
The panel also stressed the
importance of how the study
abroad experience fosters
independence.
“[Studying abroad] shows
employers that you are
a go-getter. That you are
independent. Showing that
is always a good thing and
employers will like that,”
Darling said. Torres-Cullinane
added that one of the most
important things she learned
studying abroad was the
ability to think on her feet in a
completely new situation.
The seminar was helpful to
both students who had already

teach students how to market
their study abroad experience,
the stories and advice the
panelists had were also helpful
to students who had not yet
gone abroad and still need to
prepare.
As well as being great
for interviews and resumes,
studying abroad presents an
opportunity to network with
people all around the country
and the world.
“You do make connections...
[I made connections] that are
like family. Even after 10 years
we are still in touch,” Darling
said, backing it up with an
anecdote about a friend from
studying abroad who lives in
Washington, D.C. “Now 1 know
that I always have a connection
in D.C.”
Suffolk has a tremendous
study abroad program that
most schools do not measure
up to. Many colleges have
limited study abroad options
that are classified by major.
“I work with colleges
around the country and they
are impressed with our study
abroad programs,” Darling
said.
D a r den
added,
“You
are all very
fortunate
to
have
such
a
flexible
study
abroad
program,”
The sessions
was
very
informative and
gave students
a brand new
persepctive
on
studying
abroad.
"The seminar
definitely

helped me learn
how I could
market
my
study
abroad
experience past
just saying 'I
had a great
time!,'"
said
student Haley
Carloni,
who
spent all of last
year in Madrid.
"The
panel
definitely made
me
re-think
my experience
in
Madrid
and
evaluate
everything
I
learned. I would
recommend
studying abroad
to anyone and
everyone. There
Photo taken by Haley Carloni really
is no
-------------------------------- experience

■
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Colombia
An American who was captured while backpacking by Colombian
rebels in June was released to U.S. officials on Sunday after four
months in captivity. Kevin Scott Sutay, a veteran of Afghanistan
from North Carolina, traveled to Colombia to have a peaceful
tourist experience when he has held hostage by Colombia’s
FARC, Latin America’s oldest guerrilla force. According to
CAW, “Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia began fighting
Colombia’s government in the 1960s. There have been sporadic
peace talks between the rebels and the government since the
1980s, the last attempt in 2002.” Since FARC came together,
it has focused on kidnapping civilians. Hostages have often
been found tied to trees or in grueling conditions. Sutay was
returned in good physical condition and is expected to return
home soon.

Russia
Vladimir Putin, president of Russia, announced that officials
are “doing everything, both the organizers and athletes and
fans, so that participants and guests feel comfortable in Sochi,
regardless of nationality, race or sexual orientation,” according
to CNN. This message comes after Russia passed a law that
prohibits propaganda that displays homosexuality in a positive
light, specifically towards minors. The law, signed in June,
gives authorities the power to detain and fine any individuals,
including tourists, if they are caught breaking this law. Putin
emphasizes that there will be no anti-gay treatment in the
Olympics and that gay athletes will not be discriminated against,
a conflicting statement with the fact that the new law against
gay propaganda will continue to be enforced at the games.
President Obama did not support boycotting the Olympics in
order to protect American athletes that will participate in the
games.

Spain
Edward Snowden, fugitive US analyst, released documents
disclosing that the U.S. National Security Agency spied on over
60 million phone calls in Spain over the course of 30 days,
according to BBC News. The documents reveal that the NSA
only documented the phone number and location of where
the calls were made, but that the content of the calls were
not monitored. Efe news reports that “the US ambassador to
Spain vowed to clear the ‘doubts’ that had arisen about his
country’s alleged espionage after a meeting with the Spanish
EU minister.” The data collected includes “the numbers of the
caller and recipient, its duration, time, date and location.” The
Spanish EU minister has commented that if the information
holds true, such actions are “inappropriate and unacceptable
from partners and friendly countries.”
:

Syria
The United Nations will begin a “campaign to immunize 2.4
million children in Syria against polio and other diseases,” as
reported by The New York Times. Recent tests brought back
positive results in at least 45 percent of the children tested, and
is expected to increase as more results come in. As Syrian's are
increasingly emigrating from their country to nearby regions,
the U.N. fears that polio will spread. They are expanding the
campaign to include neighboring countries such as Lebanon,
Jordan, Iraq, and Turkey, where over two million Syrian’s have
fled to. Public health officials have focused on finding the source
of where this disease has spread from. They have narrowed
it down to jihadi fighters from Pakistan. Oliver Rosenbauer,
member of World Health Organization, commented that with
the outbreak “shows you have to eradicate the disease in the
endemic countries because from there it will spread no matter
where you are.” Pakistan, Afghanistan, and Nigeria are the only
countries in which polio is still endemic.
,
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From All Corners:
International Opinion
On Turkey s bid for European Union membership

Dani Marrero Turkey have taken the stage. as the state has experienced

Asst. Int'l Editor “Progress
After three years of stalled
consideration to grant Turkey
membership to the European
Union, talks are scheduled to
begin on Nov. 5 to negotiate
the issue. The delay was
prompted by opposition of
current EU members, led by
Turkey
and
France,
over

reports”
made
by the EU in Turkey have
highlighted “gender equality,
including access to education
and the labor market, political
representation,
combatting
violence against women and
early and forced marriages.”
So what is the most
beneficial outcome for Turkish
people, and will EU membership

positive changes in its economy
while EU members, such as
Spain and Greece, have been
on a downward spiral. Under
such proposition, a relation
like the one between Norway
and the EU would be more
suitable where membership is
not required.
If Turkey is to achieve the
status, the problems and large

Turkey’s

willing

■Ss“ Annual Meeting 2006

sacrifice

some

International Editor democracy and human rights
Turkey’s road to European
Union membership has been
a rocky one, and is still
incomplete. Talks that had
been stalled for three years
were set to re-open in June,
but were postponed due to
the
Turkish
government’s
brutal
crackdown
on
anti
government
protestors.
Turkey
has been an
associate
member
of
p the EU since
1963, when it
was known as
the European
Economic
Community.
Due
to
geopolitical
disagreements
and
human
rights
concerns,
however,
Turkey
has
never gained
the
full
membership
it has been

relations with
Cyprus.
According to
EU Observer,
over
35
“chapters,” or
stipulations,
have
been
placed
that
Turkey
must
review to take
the next step.
The
focus
now lies “on
a
chapter
dealing
with
regional policy
and structural
^ ■
instruments
with Turkey,” an
effort to trigger
more efficient
democratic
reforms.
Negotiations
to
grant
membership
to
Turkey
Photo courtesy of Wikimedia Commons
were originally
Prime Minister of Turkey Recep Tayvip Erdogan at the World Economic
decades,
arranged to take
Forum
in
Davos,
Switzerland,
2006
the leaders
place in June
of the
of this year
were able
to
able
but were put on hold due to provide it? As stated in The differences found between hold strong on their position.
massive protests that took Guardian, an argument for the treatment of citizens in Turkey’s
suppression
of
place in the state that resulted Turkey’s inclusion is that the Europe versus that in Turkey religious
minorities
and
with thousands of injured state is “on the rise as a key should not be ignored or left dissidents, mistreatment of
citizens.
regional and economic power.” to be dealt with later. Although Western journalists, and their
The state was put under Although this is a significant Europe is by no means the occupation of a divided Cyprus
harsh criticism after “excessive point considering the EU and planet’s beacon of human violated clear precedents for
use of force by police and the Turkey exchanged over €123 rights, it is a noticeably more EU membership. However,
overall absence of dialogue billion in trade over the last hospitable place for freedom of as both the EU and Turkey
during the protests in May/ year, it should not be made as thought, liberty, and “advanced have embarked on interesting
June,” as stated by the the focus point with the bigger democracy,” in the words of the economic journeys, the tables
European Commission. Turkey human rights challenges being EU. To grant Turkey admission seem to be turning in Turkey’s
resorted to using teargas exposed.
without a plan to regulate favor.
and water cannons to gain
Turkish journalist Semih improvement or progression
As the EU’s economy
control over a protest against Idiz writes that “The ‘European of these conditions would be a has worsened, Turkey’s has
the renovation of a capital perspective’ is more important waste of opportunity to reform improved. This has made the
park, and detained over 3,000 than Turkey’s EU membership. the human rights situation in leaders of Europe more open
people.
The core of this perspective Turkey.
to negotiations regarding
As
the
European is democracy, human rights
“The hope in the region is Turkey’s status in the EU.
Commission
has
taken and freedom of thought.” not for Turkey to become an EU At this point, the people of
initiative to investigate the Idiz argues that highlighting member one day,” Idiz writes, the EU and Turkey must ask
police conduct during this the economic benefits that “but for it to catch up with the themselves some important
event, questions over the would follow Turkey’s EU European Union’s advanced questions.
status of human rights in membership are not enough. standards.”
people, of ^Eup.p|,^

-iiic
m

to

Matt Bacon of their values concerning

J

in order to make the EU an
economically stronger entity?
Are the people of Turkey
willing to risk their recent
economic prosperity in order
to join a union with struggling
countries like Greece, Italy,
Ireland, Spain, and Portugal?
These are questions that
only the Europeans and Turks
can decide for themselves.
While the announcement of
the renewal of talks starting
Nov. 5 has brought hope to
those wishing for a settlement,
from an outside perspective
it seems as though the two
institutions are very far apart.
Turkey’s recent handling of
demonstrators has shown that
they have little desire to turn
around their shaky human
rights record.
On top of decades old
tensions, the Arab Spring has
thrown another wrench in EUTurkey relations. Turkey is
an active and vocal supporter
of the opposition in Syria,
Turkey’s neighbor to the south
that is embroiled in a brutal
civil war. They have been
training rebels and funneling
weapons to them. While the
EU has taken a more pro
rebel stance of late, it does
so begrudgingly, without the
same zeal as Turkey, and due
mostly to heavy pressure from
France and England.For
While
France and England may
welcome Turkey into the EU
as
EUa supporter of their Syria
policy, will the other nations
of Europe readily accept yet
another member beating the
drums of war into their ranks?
Since the time of the
Ottomans, there has been
a drive for Westernization
in Turkey.
The currenf
government of Turkey was
founded on values like
secularism and republicanisnrt
and drew heavy influence frorrt
French and English law codesii
Even today, it is one of ver}
few legitimate democracies ir
the Middle East, and a strategic
ally to the West. Despite this
it seems as though Turkej
may be waiting awhile to be
officially accepted into the EU
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Freedom of expresston: to whom does it belong?
Persecuted dissidents participete in Ford Hall Forum
the he applied to participate in express her opinions,
Both
scholars
are
the Army stages a coup, I see no Scholars Rescue Fund, and intellectual leaders in their
_____________ _____________________ home
countries,
but make it a
point to separate
themselves
from
being
politicians.
They both believe
that as academics
they should have the
right to express their
intellectual thought.
Weldemariam
says that for him
to go back to his
country the regime
has to live up to
its
constitutional
promises of civil
liberty and press
freedom.
He
mentioned
that
there are currently
more
than
13
journalists in prison
for
publishing
opinion pieces.
The event was
moderated by Dr.
Nir
Eisikovits,
director
of the
graduate program
in ethics and public
Photo by Thalia Yunen Policy and associate
professor at Suffolk
University.
His humor and
future for [opposing] political that is how he ended up being
insight
contributed
nicely to
parties.” Weldemariam was involved with them.
the
conversation.
“If you are in a place
not allowed this sort of
“You make people well off
intellectual analysis, at least where the regime in power is
in
the
economy and they stop
in public. Some time later. convinced you are a terrorist,
[then] you have no option,” caring about free speech,” he
he said. The option he was said. Perhaps this is because
referring to was the option to injustices don’t amount to as
keep exercising intellectual much in the face of making
thought and expressing his money. He used the Russian
views, or keep his political and economic model as an example.
To this, Abbasgholizadeh said,
social opinions to himself.
Mahboubeh “We are taught that any kind of
Abbasgholizadeh is an Iranian reform is not sustainable.” The
women’s rights activist and only reform worth mentioning
member of the Stop Stoning is economic.
Eisikovits also cleverly
Forever campaign and the
Iranian
Women’s
Rights cited W.B. Yeats in saying
Charter
movement.
She that if ‘“poetry makes nothing
became involved with the happen’ why is it that a Scholars
Scholar Rescue Fund after Rescue Fund exists rather
being jailed several times due than, say, an Entrepreneur's
to her political activism, and Rescue Fund?” To that,
subsequently losing her right Abbasgholizadeh asked, “Why
not? What scholars bring into
to legally work in Iran.
“Because I’m Iranian and this nation is invaluable, and
a women’s rights activist, I great contributions can be
was arrested because of my made.” Weldemariam said
activities and demonstrations... that he wishes to take what he
They preferred me to talk learns here and bring it back
[about the rights of women] to his own country.
The theme of the evening was
from the secular perspective,
not the Islamic perspective.” the scholars' right to express
Mahboubeh cites access to and their political opinion.
cheerful
media as helping her greatly Weldemariam’s
accompanied
in her activism, although disposition
mainstream media sometimes with Abbasgholizadeh’s mild
and
Eisikovits
worked against her. “As we approach
and
insightful
searched for ways to produce humorous
our own content on our own TV commentary all made for an
channel, radios, podcasts, and interestingpanel.
broadcasts, the mainstream
media changed the framework
[and therefore the] context
of our work.” It became
increasingly difficult for her to

Rescue Fund fellow. After He

was

quoted

in

Thalia Yunen an interview with Ethiopia’s publication as saying, “Unless a program similar to the
Journal Staff largest newspaper in which

The First Amendment of the
American Constitution states
that there can be no law made
against exercising freedom
of speech, religion, and the
press. The amendment also
protects the right to peacefully
assemble, and to petition the
government.
These basic
rights give us confidence in
developing, practicing, and
speaking out about our beliefs.
This is not the case in countries
like Iran and Ethiopia, where
the panelists of “Scholar’s
Rescue,” the most recent Ford
Hall Forum held on Oct. 24 at
C. Walsh Theatre, hail from.
The Scholar Rescue Fund
is' designed by the Institute
of International Education
to help professors, scientists,
researchers, and writers in any
part of the world that are being
harassed, arrested, tortured,
and possibly killed. It provides
threatened scholars protection
and financial support at safe
academic
institutions
all
around the world. It promotes
freedom
in
intellectual
thought and expression.
Alemayehu Weldemariam
is a native of Ethiopia. He is
a visiting scholar at Suffolk
University and a Scholar

m
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he offered his intellectual
analysis of the then-current
state of Ethiopia’s economy,
Weldemariam was threatened
by the Ethiopian government.
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fall season success show
Staff Boston Ballet presents
La Bayadere

sounos
THEFDIillSiWE

Postal Service
"Give Up Deluxe 10th AnMVERSAET Edition"
#twothousandthree

-AllyT.

Hole
"Doll Parts"
Love Courtney Love.
- ThaliaY.

t
Lou Reed
"Transformer"
We LOST AN amazing MAN THIS
WEEKEND. R.LP. Lou.
-GiannaC.

Bianca Saunders
Journal Staff
In a mesmerizing haze, 24
dancers repeat a combination
as they descend down a ramp.
Under the dim, blue spotlight
of a dark forest backdrop, their
wispy white tutus stand out
like lightening in the night.
The movements they repeat
are relatively recognizable,
like an arabesque, followed by
an arching of the back. They
are the kind you might see
at the barre during warmups.
But there is a sort of
unprecedented
harmony
present. The flawlessness with
which they move appears
intuitive to them. They perform
not as 24 individuals, but as
one emulation of emotion,
and as such it is easy to get
drawn into an enchantment.
The scene, called “The
Kingdom of the Shades,” is the
grand third and final act to
“La Bayadere,” the incredibly
challenging work that the
Boston Ballet chose to launch
its 50th season with at the
Boston Opera House on Oct. 24.
Set in ancient India, “La
Bayadere” at its core is a tale
of emotions. It presents the
star-crossed love between
Nikiya, a “bayadere,” or temple
dancer, and Solor, a warrior.
The two are unable to be
together due to the jealousy
of the High Brahmin, who
loves Nikiya, and Gamzatti, the
Rajah’s daughter who wishes
to marry Solor. When Nikiya
is killed in an act of revenge,
Solor smokes opium to relieve
his grief, where he enters
the vision of the Kingdom of

The
work
originally
premiered in 1877 alongside
choreography
by
Marius
Petipa and music by Ludwig
Minkus.
The
present
version is the adaptation by
Florence Clerc, which saw
its world premiere in 2010.

Nutcracker’ for the Boston
Ballet,” said auidence viewer
performed.
SarahKingoftheseasonopener.
juxtaposition between
La Bayadere” is quite unique
m terms of choreography. “The ^
^
KingdomoftheShades”displays ^3
unfolds. It also
the level of reservation one ^^^^3
3^^^
^pp^^j
might expect from a classical
^
^^^^^,^3^3
and
knowledgelevels of the art.
“I’m not an expert at
ballet, but I’m enjoying
it,”
said
audience
member Dan Epps.
The dancers also are
spectacular in bringing
the
very
strong
characters they were
given to life, a task more
difficult than it appears.
In particular, Lia
Cirio (Nikiya), Dusty
Button
(Gamzatti),
and Lasha Khozashvili
(Solor)
shine
in
their complex roles.
A dance from the
second
act
where
Gamzatti and Nikiya
have their first conflict
over Solor displays
their emotional range
as performers. As the
physical
altercation
escalates in a matter
of
minutes,
the
audience experiences
their transition from
heartbreak, jealousy and
remorse. At no point
in the show, will their
expressions ever seem
rehearsed or unnatural.
The performances
are also charged by
the exquisite bejeweled
costumes and backdrops
that are a delight to the
Photo by Bianca Saunders eves. Lush forests and
the golden archways
of the Rajah’s palace
light up the stage in
the first two acts.
A
favorite
from the crowd
was Jeffrey Girio,
who was painted
a shimmery gold
for the role of the
golden idol at the
betrothal ceremony.
He was greeted'
with applause from
the audience as
he
leaped
high
across the stage.
“This
is
certainly
the
most elaborate of
costumes and sets,”
said Epps, who hails
from
Washington
D.C.
and
has
Photos courtsey of Boston Ballet ^Iso seen ballet
performances there.
ballet. But, the show is not that
“La Bayadere” ended with
way throughout. In contrast to a standing ovation from the
the demure, softened nature audience on its opening night.
of the final act, the first two
Presentations of the show
are filled with passionate and will run through Nov. 3.
refreshing movements that
would seem to almost tap
into the contemporary, if not

/I I'l
Mothership Connection
"Parliament Rjnkadelic"
I WANT to GET FUNKED UP.
- Matty B.

I

ml'
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Janet Jackson
"All ForYou"
Dancing season, all about
THE #TBT tunes right now.
- SOLEIL B.

the Shades and rejoins her.
about
“La
Remarkable
Bayadere” is that the emotions
and themes explored in the
work - love, jealousy, impulse,
death and revenge - are as
relatable now as they were
when it was first presented.

And it should come as no
surprise that the Boston Ballet
should select it again, given the
company’s mission statement
that aims to offer shows that
‘reflect timeless emotions.’
“It’s interesting because
a lot of people think of ‘The
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“California gurl“ Katy Perry shines onto Billboard charts
with new album Prism
made for radio singles or the
hidden gems on her albums.
She puts on a fantastic live
It is hard to argue that show, incorporating spectacle
Katy Perry is the strongest
pop-artist of our time as of
this moment. Lady Gaga is
too polarizing, Madonna and
Britney Spears have fans that
follow more out of nostalgia
that out of appreciation
of current work. Rihanna
puts albums out at such a
frequent rate that people
soon become over-saturated.
Her sound and stage persona
leave much to be desired.
Justin Timberlake is too
focused on his acting career;
the boy bands such as One
Direction and The Wanted
sound good on paper but are
boring live with no dancing to
boost generic songs. Beyoncd
and Adele are power hitters
but almost too talented vocally
to simply label as “pop." The
likes of Justin Bieber and
Selena Gomez who are popular
but still seem too sugary
sweet to break forth past
their established fan bases.
And then there is Katy
Perry who delivers on all of to make up by her sometimes
the notes desired of a popular, lacking vocals, she has a fun
contemporary
artist.
She persona that people want
consistently releases catchy to follow and she manages
songs, whether they be the to change up her sound on

Ally Johnson
Asst. Opinion Editor

a level that allows her to
grow but doesn’t alienate
fans that have been around
since her days of performing

albums of 2013 and yet here
we are, and here she has.
If you’re judging on her title
track “Roar” you’re missing
the
big
picture,
i-.,.
The leading single
was nothing but
radio fanfare that we
have come to expect
from pop singer
singles. Its purpose
is not to encapsulate
the tonal energy
of the album but
rather give a shallow
preview and one that
has you humming
along to it hours
after you’ve heard
it for the first time.
The album is loaded
with fun, upbeat
and well-constructed
I] songs that after one
listen, I was already
1 singing along to.
Songs
such
as
“Unconditionally”,
“Dark Horse” and
' “This
Moment”
instantly
warrant
listens
Photos courtesy of Capitol Records repeat
------------ and
promise
on Warped Tour stages. potential
radio
status.
It is bizarre to think
They are energetic, vocally
that the “I Kissed a Girl” strong and showcase how
singer would release one of Perry has built off each
the most self-assured pop- album she has released.

Songs like “Birthday” and
“Walking on Air” are worthy of
hesitation however, and even a
little disappointment that the
studio did not allow Perry her
creative drive to move towards
a grittier, rock-edged album.
It's an apparent break up
album and as Alanis Morrisette
has shown before, those are
the ones that showcase some
of the strongest songwriting
performances and there are
pieces of that Morrisette edge
in songs such as “It Takes Two”
which has Perry lamenting
a relationship gone bad.
There are, which may sour
the album to some, very strong
religious themes in the album
especially in a song entitled
“By the Grace of God” which
makes the album become very
Christian
singer-songwriter.
Compared to the other songs
which lyrics speak heavily of
her own strength it seems
like a strange creative choice
to go the religious route.
Overall, it is apparent that
Perry has earned her pop star
status. She has delivered a
diverse, lively and passionate
album that will no doubt
have radio fans and pop fans
alike listening on repeat.

Suffolk Alumnus Michael Barra sets bar for theatre
productions to come with Gotham Stage Company
When Barra started at for Disney Theatricals dealing across the country. By owning that you’re crazy,” said Barra.
David FredericJs
Suffolk, he said that he was a in business development and all of the creative rights, they Truly wanting to create a
Journal Staff young finance major who wasn’t
franchise management. This can also explore the numerous collective of experiences, make
Media executive Michael
Barra is a former Suffolk
University
finance
major
who has come far in the
theatre world. From working
with
independent
troupes
like
the
Gotham
Stage
Company to conglomerates
like Disney, he truly has
seen and worked in every
single aspect of the business.
Barra has now branched off
on his own to start Stageworks
Media. He said that Stageworks
Media “is the culmination of
my entire learned experience
to date. I’ve been thinking of
ways to monetize, like I did
when I worked with Disney.
While working with Daryl
Roth I was in the position
of monetizing intellectual
property or packaging the
rights for film and television.”

sure what he had wanted to do.
He had gotten his first taste of
theater working for seven years
at
PricewaterhouseCoopers
in Boston and New York.

lead to running Daryl Roth
Theatrical
Licensing
with
award-winning producer Daryl
Roth. Feeling that he has come
full circle, he said, “It was the

plethora of selling their own
merchandise, comparing the
new plan to how similar the film
market is. It created the first of
it’s kind, a t5q>e of independent

a steady income stream and to
expand it into profit licensing.
Barra has set on on quite the
ambitious path, but with time
and effort he has shown that
with
patience
anything
can
come.
He is

GOTHAM STAGE COMPANY to make capital
NEW PLAYS
He then joined the critically
acclaimed
Off-Broadway’s
Gotham Stage Company as the
co-artistic director in 2005.
Following^ that, he worked
at The Vyalt Disney Studios
in Burbank, Calif, where he
helped' manage the revenue
growth of the film library.
After that, he went on to work

•

next logical step to apply my
experience with staff, acquire
new talent and promote it.”
He wants to open up these
new plays and spread them
through word of mouth by
not only producing shows
independently but also by
licensing the rights to schools
and
amateur
productions

NEW VOICES • NEW YORK
franchise. An honest perpetual
advertising franchise.
One
that puts control in the hands
of the creators. Working on
a few plays, now including
his original run of Speakeasy
Dollhouse,
among
others.
“Ten years ago, if you’d tell
me that I was going to start my
own path this way, I‘d tell you

for
himself,
and to still help
new,
young
talent create and control the
art that they wish to create,
From independent theatre, to
off-broadway, to working with
broadway legends and Disney;
Michael has proven that there
is hope on the horizon for the
numerous Suffolk students
soon to be graduates and
that dreams can come true.

Shows & Events UpcomingWeek of Oct. 30-Nov. 4
1. Wednesday, Oct. 30: Holy Ghost! ft. Midnight Magic & John Barera @the Sinclair Doors 8 p.m. & Show 8:30 p.m.
$20

-

2. Thursday, Nov. 1: Big Freedia ft. Nate Bluhm @the Sinclair Doors 8 p.m. & Show 9 p.m.
18+, $18
3. Wednesday, Oct. 30: Krewella ft Seven Lions & Candyland @ House of Blues. Doors 7 p.m. & Show 8 p.m.
$35 GA Standing, $45 VIP Seating
3. Thursday, Oct. 30: Steve Aoki ft. Waka Flocka Flame, Borgore, Dirtyphonics, & Kryoman @ House of Blues. Doors 7 p.m. & Show 8 p.m.
use STUBHUB for best prices.
'
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SU presents Meal N Reel “Desgic|ble Me 2“ mintons.
ice cream me
Ellie Hawkins
Journal Staff
Suffolk
University
is
wonderful at providing a
variety of events for its
students. Besides the events,
they also provide students
with the opportunities to
join different clubs that plan
these events, one of these
clubs is program council.
One of the events that
program council has oncea-month is Meal N’ Reel.
“Meal N’ Reel is a chance to
have a fun night and catch
a movie that one might
not have seen in theaters,”
says the program council
president, Marissa Musumeci.
Musumeci went on to
explain that program council
was established in 1981 and
they have been having this
event for six or seven years.
The group goes through a
company called Swank Motion
Pictures to get its movies.
This company has a variety
of movies; some that-are not
on DVD and other movies that
are on DVD. Program Council
tries to get movies that have
not been out on DVD yet.
The group does this because
it hopes to give students a
chance to spend time with their
friends, meet new friends, and
enjoy a movie they might have
missed when it was in theaters.
The food for each screening
is based off of the movie
choosen. For example, this
month’s movie was Despicable
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Me 2. The minions’ favorite some
announcements everyone seemed to be
food is ice cream,
enjoying
the
so
Program
movie.
Usually,
L/C
Council decided
there are no issues
that ice cream
with the movie,
and popcorn was
but this DVD had
the
appropriate
a few glitches on
meal
to
pair
it and skipped
with the movie
a
few
parts.
This month’s
The
students
movie was held on
gave out some
Tuesday Oct. 9 and
verbal
protests,
was sponsored by
but the movie
Program Council
always
started
and cosponsored
back up again.
by
OCHO.
After
the
There
was
movie
finished,
sponsors
mingling
and _________ ____________Photo courtsey of Universal Pictures the
food
being
gave
a
few
consumed,
then Program before the movie started, last reminders then the
Council and OCHO gave
There was laughter and end of the movie raffle.

Program Council called
OCHO up to start the raffle,
OCHO was in charge of
providing prizes for the event.
No one came up and OCHO
had failed to follow through
with its task of providing
prizes. The students, about
65 who attended, seemed
disappointed by this and then
left because of the event
coming to an abrupt end.
Gail Coogan and MaryKate Lang, who are both
freshman, stated how they
think the other students who
attended were considerate
and respectful during the
movie. They both went on
to express how much they
loved the free food and how
they love movies in general.
Jonathan Stone a junior,
majoring in public relations
and the public relations chair
in program council said, “The
movies are all wonderful and
I really hope they show Iron
Man 3 sometime.” When asked
about the day and time of the
event he expressed how it is a
good time, but “that program
council needs to switch up
the days so more students
have a chance to attend if
they have Tuesday night
classes or whatnot.” Stone
said that overall, “you meet
a lot of people and we get a
different crowd each time.”
The next Meal N’ Reel will
be sponsored by program
council and cosponsored with
another Suffolk
University
organization. The movie and
date are undecided at this time.

Josh Groban swoons audience members at TD Garden
and drummer for example,
He tells the story of waiting
all shared the stage with in line for his own album on
Groban, and all members the Monday at midnight that it
The TD Garden looked close had a chance to shine. was released, and, employing
to sold out on Monday, Oct. 28 Throughout
for power vocalist Josh Groban the concert,
and former background singer Groban
for Michael Jackson, Judith moved about
Hill. The concert started with the
stage
Hill belting out emotionally excitedly,
charged power ballads. An flawlessly
audience compiled mostly of hitting every
middle-aged Bostonians slowly note
and
filled into their seats and sat incorrigibly
down to calmly enjoy her voice. giving
Among these audience everyone in
members were over 200 the audience
survivors and first responders goosebumps.
from the Boston Bombing “February
attacks, personally invited by Love”
and
Josh Groban. He dedicated “The Moon
“You Raise Me Up,” an is a Harsh
audience favorite and arguably Mistress”
his most popular single had
audience
members a Stewie Griffin voice, he
to date, to them because audibly crying. Groban sang asked the CD store owner
of their strength. He also with voracity, and had a whether or not he even had
invited members of the HBO strong phonetic grasp on his album. He said, “I knew I’d
Masterclass he taught, and had both the Spanish and Italian probably be the only person
them perform an original song. language. Something else in line for my album.” The
Groban modestly entered Josh Groban did: He played album eventually went on to
the stage after giving his the drums and the piano reach double-platinum status.
musicians, who were dispersed throughout
the
concert.
Judith Hill came on stage
and subsequently spotlighted
He thanked those in the to join him for a couple
within the audience, a chance audience he recognized, whom of songs, including a song
to show their talent. A violinist, he called his “cult,” for being called “The Prayer” that he
bass player, electric guitarist with him since his debut album. originally
recorded
with

Thalia Yunen
Journal Staff

Celine Dion. She is also
known for her performance
on The Voice, and was equally
■awe-inspiring
in
person.

Photo by Thalia

Throughout
the
concert,
Groban
also
took audience
questions.
An audience member asked
him if he would let Weird A1
Yankovic parody one of his
songs. She comically suggested
that Weird A1 change his song
“You Are Loved” to “You are
Hung.” The audience roared
with
laughter.
Another
audience member asked him,
“If your life could be like any

character on TV, who would
you be?” He responded by
saying Alf from the Muppets
(because he looks like him), or
Steve Urkel from Family
Matters (because he’s just
that dorky and adorable.)
Lastly,
when
asked
if he is ever had any
embarrassing autocorrect
moments, he said his
iPhone likes to change
“Groban” to “groping.”
Groban fondly told
audience members a
story of. his younger
days, when he would go
to camp in Maine. His
favorite part of the whole
trip was visiting Boston
for a week before going
off to camp because of its
rich history and culture,
and delicious “lobstah.” After
the concert, he tweeted,
“Boston, thanks for making
the Garden a place my band
and I will never forget. And
thanks to our brave guests
of honor. #BostonStrong.”
Judging from the turnout
and audience participation,
Boston would like to thank
him for attending as well.
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STAFF EDITORIAL
For the first time in 20
years, the city of Boston
will see a new mayor take
office after next week’s
election.
The
Journal
is not in the business
of
endorsing
political
candidates so you will not
see one for Marty Walsh or
John Connolly here. What
the Journal does endorse
however, is participating in
the voting process. In the
2012 presidential election,
Americans between the
ages of 18 and 29 made
up 19 percent of all those
who voted according to the
early National Exit Poll by
Edison Research.
That number is two
percent higher than 18
29 year-olds who voted in
the 2004 election. Electing
the next president of the
country is admittedly a
bit more exciting than the
mayor of the city you go to
college in. That being said,
regardless of what town or
state you are registered in,
it is important to vote.
If you are a freshman,
Boston’s next mayor will
affect at least the next three
years of your life in one
way or another. If you are a
senior planning on staying
in Bosfon after graduation,
there is no telling how
long Connolly or Walsh
may affect your day-to-day
living. Who knows, maybe
one of these guys will allow
Suffolk seniors and alumni
to enjoy happy hour in the

Hub someday, or extend
the MBTA hours. One way
or the other, Boston’s new
mayor is going to bring
some changes to Boston.
Those changes will affect
students as much as anyone
else.
Sure, voting involves
lines and, for some, changing
where they are registered
to vote. There are plenty
of minor inconveniences
that come with voting but
they are worth enduring.
Suffolk students who vote
next week will be taking
part in Boston history. Only
52 other men have ever
held the same position that
Mayor Thomas Menino is
vacating. Politics are not
everyone’s favorite cup of
tea but voting for those
who will govern you is
worth taking the time to
do.
Whether you plan to
vote for Connolly or Walsh,
or are going to write in
Vermin Supreme, go vote.
Even those who cast a joke
ballot are at least making
the effort to vote, which is
more than 81 percent of 18
29 year-olds did during the
last presidential election.
Everyone has his or her own
interest level in politics but
voting is important and
something all should try to
do next week.
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The Sox celebration Boston deserves
Gianna Carchia to use public transportation.
Opinion Editor No vehicular traffic will be
allowed in the Fenway area
Everyone is talking about after the 7th inning. The city
how insane it will be if the Red is prepared for pretty much
Sox can pull it off this week anything.
in Game 6 or 7 of the World
That being said, there
Series. The city is buzzing with really is no need for rioting
energy and excitement, and the and acting like idiots after
people on the sidewalk seem the games, regardless of the
to have an extra skip in their outcome. There is a tangible
step. The team is looking great. line between being a pure,
And as Bostonians prepare for honest and passionate Red Sox
what could possibly be one of fan and being a bandwagoner
the best weeks in six years, who likes to get drunk, run
Boston Police Department is
promising and planning to
increase its presence in the
Fenway area.
Of the major professional
sports in America, baseball
is by far the classiest and
most traditional. It has a
long history in this country
and a rich history in Boston
itself. Initially nicknamed
the “Boston Americans,” our
hometown team won the
first World Series in 1903. In
1912, Fenway Park’s inaugural
year, the Boston Red Sox were
champions again. Despite our
86-year deficit and infamous
blunders, Bostonians bleed
baseball in the deepest Red Sox
red imaginable. Unfortunately,
we are also known for taking
that passion a little too far.
The City of Boston prepared
a press release for the return
of the World Series, urging
residents to “be responsible
and use common sense while
enjoying this week’s events.”
To be fair, not only could the
Red Sox be champions for
the 8th time in MLB history.
President Obama is at Faneuil and scream. If you want the
Hall on Oct. 30 and Halloween championship so that you can
is this Thursday. An excitable tell your friends the next day
city is about to be over how insanely wasted you were
stimulated, and Mayor Menino in the mosh pit on Lansdowne,
wants to make sure we hold it stay home. The real Sox fans
together. Specific advisories do not want you at the bar or
and instructions for crowd on those sacred streets that
control have been distributed hug the heart of Boston, and
to over 200 establishments in the BPD does not want to deal
the Boston area, and residents with you either.
Undoubtedly, having the
are being strongly encouraged

World Series in Boston calls
for celebration. It’s more than
the chance at a championship
this year; it is a momentous
and heartwarming occasion for
a proud city that is stronger
than ever. We are proud of our
people, our police force and
our teams. If the Sox manage
to win the Series, it will be an
amazing moment for a city that
needs it. Let us plan to give
our team a celebration they
will be proud of. Give other
cities a reason to cheer our

Photo by Flickr user Chris Devers

victory; hug your friends and
family, shout and cheer, you
can even embrace Fenway Park
if you want. Sing “Dirty Water”
with your Boston neighbors,
and then go home, sleep and
look forward to the parade. Let
us honor the classiest sport in
the country, and the best team
in the world, with respect and
common sense. Boston will
love you for it.
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Suing for sexual harassment
should be a right, not a privilege
Kulawy, who Evans claimed
David Frederick “engaged in inappropriate
Journal Staff
and offensive behavior.” After
talking to a representative
Sexual
harassment
is from the Washington Center
an awful practice that no for Internships and Academic
employee is stranger to in the
sub-divisions of the working
world. Lihuan Wang is a
26-year-old unpaid intern at
Phoneix Satellite Television
who recently lost her sexual
harassment lawsuit because
she was not an employee,
just an unpaid intern. In what
appears to be the single most
absurd response to a crime of
any magnitude, a New York
district judge elaborated on
Wang’s loss by making the bold
statement, “New York City’s
Human Rights Law’s protection
of employees does not extend
to unpaid interns.”
What is very scary is that
Oregon is apparently the only
state to extend the protection
to unpaid interns and it only
became law in June of this year.
This means in the other 49
states that make up this great
country, if you are not a paid
employee who receives a salary,
benefits or sick time then your
rights can be infringed on
because they apparently do not
matter if you are just an intern.
Unpaid interns always tend to Seminars (TWC), a group
get the rough end of the stick, Suffolk has a partnership with
but to be unprotected from and which placed her there
sexual harassment is downright to begin with, she decided to
immoral.
stop her internship. District
Just about six years ago, court judge Ellen Segal Huvelle
Jamie Evans was also working dismissed her case simply
an unpaid internship for because she too was an unpaid
health services at CIBT/ intern. It is ludicrous that
PMA in Washington, D.C. cases and information like
During her time there, she this can simply fall through
was placed to work with the cracks, and be ignored to
chiropractor
Dr.
Steven such a degree is appalling.

This is not an outburst based
squarely on emotion and
morality; it is about legality
and responsibility.
This is not to say that
it is a battle without its

individuals had to endure. To
truly understand, try to put
yourself in the position that
these youths were thrown
into. This story is so important
because many students can

gives pretty much any and
every company member that
has unpaid interns a license
to assault.
We are living
in a supposed progressive
year, where tolerance and
intelligence
should
be
blossoming, and
yet the majority
of our great
nation does not
care about what
happens to its
youth. There is
no logic in the
sentiment that
if you are an
unpaid
intern
you
cannot
sue for sexual
harassment.
There are bound
to be a few
white
knights
out there that
would dive at
the chance to
argue in favor of
that. Not only is
a person’s trust
utterly paralyzed
after this, how
would one pick
themselves

Photo by Flickr user UGA College of Ag ^g^k

winning moments, such as
high profile victories against
Fox Searchlight and Charlie
Rose, but to be someone who
is just thrown up as another
body for the foundation is
plain deceitful. Cases could be
named from here or there and
facts could be pointed out to
show how bad the depravity
is in these cases, but many
citizens will forget the names
and the trauma that these poor

place themselves in these
shoes.
Many young students are
now finding themselves thrown
into the awkward and petrifying
“real world” with accepting and
aggressively hunting down
internships but these young
adults need to be cautious of
the world around them. What
is scary by this logic though
is who exactly is protected
from sexual harassment. This

Bill Murray
wants you
to write
for news
You don't want to disappoint Mr. Murray do you?
Write for the Journal!
Meetinqs on Tuesdays at 1 p.m.
Room 0537.
Po It.

up

into

working
the
world? It is truly a shame that
Wang lost her case, in fact it
is downright shameful, but
a person can still hope and
believe that those responsible
will one day be trialed for
their crimes against humanity,
Attorney Lynee Bernabei, who
said that “As young interns,
these are the most vulnerable
people and clearly they should
be protected,” represented
Wang in her case. The gravity
of these words is staggeringly
poignant.
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Don't give Apple a reason to look at your texts
Sarah Lokker
Journal Staff
With
news
revolving
around the NSA and its
abilities to listen in on phone
conversations, it makes one
wonder: can Apple read my
texts?
According to Apple,
it can read your texts,
but are choosing not to,
unless the company is
notified of suspicious
activity. The way that
Apple describes its policy
is that it does not have the
access to your messages
and information, similar
to a key. They do not
own a key to open your
front door, but if linked
with information, they
can cut the lock to access
what they need.
Before mass hysteria
breaks out, take a
breather.
Apple’s
iMessage
was
never
designed to cut locks,
and if it were to do this,
it would have to reengineer the whole system to
do so.
But the question arises: can
we not be trusted? Do we need
to be threatened by agencies
like the NSA to keep us on
track to not send risky text
messages? If you have nothing

to hide, then' why do people
get upset when their privacy is
on the line?
The way to look at it is, as
long as you have nothing to
hide, then what is the problem?
To
counter-argue
the
questions raised earlier: yes,
you can be trusted. As long

Most people get worked
up about the idea of having
agencies like the NSA or Apple
having the ability to read their
messages. People argue that
it takes away their freedom
of speech and that they are
constantly being watched, like
a child that got in trouble and

care about your texts on the
general scale. The only time
that Apple is going to read
your messages is strictly when
it is absolutely necessary.
Since iMessage is not
supported to have those keys
cut on a constant level, Apple
does not have a reason to
snoop through your
things. It would require
too much work to do
so. Under only crucial
circumstances
will
Apple hack into your
messages to prevent a
crime or an attack.
With that raised,
would not you want
Apple to have the right
to prevent an event
like 9/11 or the Boston
Marathon
bombing?
The point is raised that
if those events were
planned out via text,
they could intervene
and take action and
notify officials. I would
rather be safe than be
concerned if someone’s
going to read the texts

Photo by Flickr user IntelFreePress

as you are not sending out
sensitive information that
might land you in questionable
troubles, then why be worried?
Unless you are on America’s
Most Wanted, Apple is not
going to be concerned with
your plans on Saturday night,

cannot be trusted.
But the thing is, Apple is
not going through and reading
your messages at freewill.
Imagine all the owners of an
iPhone in the world. That is a
lot of messages that are going
in. Chances are Apple does not

fj-iends

For a sense of safety, I
think that Apple having the
ability to read Messages is a
good thing. I say this for the
reason that it is not something
that I have to worry about.

Rethinking racist Halloween costume Ideas
Ally Johnson beginning in the 1830’s during documented beginning of Hispanic young man holding
Asst. Opinion Editor vaudeville shows to depict blackface as an art form, a picture of a Mexican man in
Remember a time when
Halloween was about ghouls,
vampires,
witches,
ghosts
and wizards? It simply is not
all about the childish wonder
once you reach the age
when
trick-or-treating
becomes
weird
or
something to be done
in jest with groups of
friends in college. It may
be my own befuddlement
and misplaced nostalgia
that leads me to believe
that the holiday becomes
more and more egregious
and bastardized as I
grow older, but then I
see a picture of a C-List
celebrity or a high
school acquaintance who
has decided that their
costume of choice will
align itself with racism.
Few may have heard
about how "Dancing with
the Stars" “celebrity”
Julianne Hough dressed
as a character from the
popular Netflix series
Orange is the New Black. ____
a black character.
The person in question who
dressed up as said character is
white.
For context’s sake let us
do a little history review on
blackface.
Blackface was a form of
theatrical make-up that was
used for around 100 years

highly offensive stereotypical
depictions of a black person.
These shows were hugely
popular for white audiences.
Blackface was predominately
used in minstrel shows: shows

*€•••

•

•

that were directly used as ways
to show people of color as dim
-witted, oafish characters after
the Civil War.
It was put to bed, as an
art form at least, after racial
tensions lessened and the fight
for the end of racism began.
You would hope that in
2013, 183 years after the

that white people would not
feel the need to don it as a
costume; and yet every year
you see someone putting the
makeup on again.
This is not something

A
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Suffolk university

student government association

Dear Students,
f
The Student Government
Association (SGA) would like to
share some updates from this
week.
As many of you may know,
our university has been preparing
and going through an important
re-accreditation process for some
time. This process was operated
by NEASC, which is the New
England Association of Schools
and Colleges. From Oct. 20 to
23, the university hosted nine
site team members dedicated to
learning about Suffolk University
and helping us grow. They held
38-plus meetings with nearly 700
members of the Suffolk University
community.
The NEASC site
evaluation team hosted open
sessions for students this past
week, in order for us to have
a better understanding of the
process and upcoming goals. The
NEASC site visit has officially
concluded, and as a university it
will be exciting to implement new
strategies based on the feedback
which we have received. Thank you
to all of the faculty and staff who
have worked tirelessly in order to
push us through this process.
During our SGA meeting on
Oct. 24 we spoke about multiple
projects that are being launched,
such as the Take the Stairs
campaign, as well as addressing
concerns that have been raised by
students. On Oct. 22, SGA hosted
a brunch in the new student space
on the ninth floor of 73 Tremont.
Thank you to those who came up
to check out the new space, as
well as met some of our SGA class
senators.
Alcohol Awareness week was
this week. Many of you may
have noticed members of Health
Services or the SUPERS tabling
in order to educate students
about alcohol use and they
provided alcohol-screening tests
so that students could have a
better understanding of what is
considered binge drinking.
Our annual Campus Crawl was
Thurs., Oct. 24 and was surely a
blast. SGA co-sponsored the event.
The events started in Miller Hall,
then continued in 73 Tremont on
the ninth floor and concluded in
ISO Tremont. Multiple clubs and
organizations were present as they
tabled and provided interactive
games for students to play.
Our weekly meetings are every
Thursday in Donahue 311. As:
always, if you have any questions =
please do not hesitate to contact
|us at sga@suflfolk.edu.
i

a donkey costume, an Asian
girl with a Geisha costume, a
Native American man holding
a picture of a couple in
stereotypical Indian garb, a
Pakistani man with a picture
of someone labeled as a
terrorist.
These
are
pervasive
stereotypes that are being
perpetuated and encouraged
•A,.I
by a popular holiday,
especially at the age when a
person is trying to seek out
his or her identity.
Here is the message
plain and simple: if you are
white, do not do blackface.
Do not use Halloween as
an excuse to play on idiotic
urges, and do not mock a
culture. You will not be any
worse for doing any of the
aforementioned, you will
only be helping boycott a
nasty trend that has popped
up more and more in recent
years when social media has
allowed us to share these
instances. If you are white
you are in no fear of being
Photo by Flickr user San Diego Shooter
marginalized for your race.
limited to one race.
so do everyone else a favor and
As of late there has been dress up as Captain America,
a campaign entitled “We’re a cat, Harley Quinn or maybe
a Culture, Not a Costume” even a mermaid, whatever
that refers to races that have floats your boat really, just
been impacted negatively by think before you act and try
the ill-advised marketing of and forgo the racism.
certain costumes. It began
Halloween is a child’s
at
Ohio
University and holiday, not an excuse to Have a great week,
showcases images such as an behave as if you have the mind Student Government Association
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teahawks lose Sidney Rice
ror season
The Seattle Seahawks have struggled with injuries all
:hroug their roster the past few weeks and things have
>nly gotten worse with wide receiver Sidney Rice being
idded on to the injury report. Rice has a torn ACL
md will be out for the remainder of the season. The
Jeahawks are still the favorite to win the NFC, but as
:heir hot start has slowed down they have only looked
nore vulnerable as a team. The pressure is now on Percy
Tarvin to return healthy and stay on the field, not on
the sidelines. Losing a deep threat like Rice will only
limit the Seahawks’ passing game. Rice has 15 receptions
br 231 yards and three touchdowns this season. The
>ne criticism that the Seahawks have received since
heir first snap this season was their inconsistancy
n the passing game as far as making plays, but now
uarterback Russell Wilson will be one man short on
ffense.

Celtics suspend Sullinger
for season opener
The Boston Celtics have suspended second-year forward
Jared Sullinger for their season opener against the
Toronto Raptors. Sullinger is expected to be a key bench
player for the Celtics this season, and with a weakened
Celtics team, they will need all the help they can get.
The suspension is due to his arrest over the summer for
domestic violence charges that were dismissed. Sullinger
missed the second half of the season in the 2012-2013
season due to a back injury that has kept him injury'
prone. New coach Brad Stevens has been very quiet
about the Celtics’ starting lineups, so it is unclear how
big of a role Sullinger will play this season. If he can
stay healthy, he could be an important asset to his team,
that is in need of good rebounding and a consistant
scorer.
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Team stanidings
Men's Soccer

Volleyball

Women's Soccer

1. Lasell 12-3-1
2. Johnson & Wales 12-1-5
3. Norwich 10-3-4
4. Saint Joseph's 10-7-1
5. Mount Ida 8-6-3
6. Emmanuel 9-10
7. Albertus Magnus 5-9-2
8. Suffolk 4-13
9. Rivier 4-11-1
10. Arma Maria 3-11-1

1. Rivier 21-8
2. Emmanuel 20-11
3. Johnson & Wales 12-19
4. Saint Joseph's 19-10
5. Lasell 16-12
6. Simmons 9-23
7. Suffolk 16-13
8. Anna Maria 9-15
9. Albertus Magnus 9-14
10. Mount Ida 4-26

GNAC Playoffs
#1 Lasell vs.
#8 Johnson & Wales
#4 Emmanuel vs.
#5 St. Joseph (CT.)
#3 Saint Joseph's (Me.) vs.
#6 Suffolk
#7 Simmons vs.
#2 Albertus Magnus

p Move forward with world-class
i^raduate programs at Boston’s
public research university.

Soccer in New England:
Revolution make playoffs
Soccer is not a major sport in America, but the New
England Revolution are bringing the Major League
Soccer playoffs to Gillette Stadium. The Revolution will
take on Sporting Kansas City in the first round of the
MLS playoffs, . This is the first playoff appearence by
the Revolution since 2009, and the team has yet to win
a championship. The Revolution (14-11-9) may not have
the same caliber of players that they had last season, but
they have a shot at pulling the upset over Kansas City.
Juan Agudelo, the player who scored the winning goal
that sent them to the playoffs, has been a surprise scorer
for the Revolution. He have only started 11 games,
but has been useful with seven goals this season. The
Revolution have been led by Saer Sene, Kelyn Rowe, and
Diego Fagundez.

Graduate Studi^
Showcase 2013

^

Wednesday, November 13
4-7:30 p.m.
Register today.

www.umb.edu/gradshowcase

UMASS
BOSTON
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Men s soccer season comes to a close misses post season
need as he scored two goals in the final spot in the GNAC not budge. Suffolk took 30

overall record of 4-13, with a

CJ Haddad the first half 14-minutes apart tournament, with the other shots overall and landed conference record of 2-7 giving

Journal Staff from one another. The 2-0 team packing it up until next 10 on net, but Rivier’s Gary them a ninth place finish,
The Suffolk University
men’s soccer season finished
up its season this past week.
The men played their final two
games of the season againt
GNAC opponents with the hope
to come out with a victory in
both and finish high enough
in the standings to make the
post-season.
In the GNAC conference
there are 10 teams; out of
those 10 teams, eight get a
birth into the post-season and
before last week, Suffolk was
on the cusp of clincing one of
those eight spots.
Suffolk would have to face
the teams of Emmanuel and
Rivier to settle who would
hold onto a top eight spot.
Both Emmanuel and Rivier are
very beatable teams, sitting
in the lower half of the GNAC
conference.
First, Suffolk would take on
Emmanuel College. Emmnuel
would be the better of the
Ram’s last two opponents,
who will finish with an overall
record of 9-10, going 5-4 in
the conference, capturing the
sixth spot in the GNAC.
This game was not the
way Suffolk wanted to play
its final games of the year.
Emmanuel’s James Carroll was
all the offense that they would

lead would evolve to 3-0 when year.
Emmanuel
once
again
scored
in
the
81st
minute of the
game.
Five
minutes after

Archambault was solid in net.

Players such as Andres
«■

Emmanuel

■H

it
made
3-0, Suffolk
leading-

scorer Andres
Torres tallied
his 10th goal
of the season
to cut the
defecit
to
two.
Almost

immediately
after Cohen’s
goal,

Emmanuel
answered
right
back
with
Allan
Parrelli scoring____________
a
mere
11
seconds later. 4-1 would be the
final score.
A crushing loss did not
mean the end of the season
with one more match to go
against a less than stellar
Rivier team. Rivier will end the
season with a 3-11-1 record,
going 2-6-1 in the conference.
This game is played for

mi •
It didn’t take long for
someone to score in this
one. At 12:33, in the first
half, Rivier’s Danny Connelly
scored an unassisted goal to
put Suffolk against the ropes
early. Suffolk could never get
off those ropes. The Rams
pounded and peppered the
goalie for Rivier but he would

This proved to be the
most dissapointing game
of the season for Suffolk as
they missed the oppertunity
to make the playoffs by one
game. They knew they were
the better team this year and
it just did not translate on the
field.
Suffolk finished with an

Photo courtesy of Suffolk Afhiefics

Cohen, Nicholas Chamma,
Djbril Niang, and Jeff Williams
had solid seasons for the Rams
this year. Cohen finished third
overall in the conference in
goals scored with 10. Nicholas
Chamma also finished second
in the GNAC in overall saves
wiith 113.

Boston Bruins hitting stride
as October comes to ciose
The

Sabres’

play i

Zack Sheehan looked sloppy and the
Journal Contributer Bruins took advantage of
The Boston Bruins played
tough back-to-back games last
Wednesday against the Buffalo
Sabres and Thursday against
the San Jose Sharks with only
a day of rest before their next
game on Saturday against the
New Jersey Devils.
Oct. 23 they faced off
against the Sabres who have
notoriously given the Bruins
problems in the past. In all
of their meetings in the 2012
2013 season, Buffalo won three
of the five games between
the two clubs. In those five
meetings,
Thomas Vanek
played four games and had
four goals and three assists for
a combined seven points. His
offensive attack against the
Bruins combined with Ryan
Miller’s 2.39 GAA and .935
save percent made the Sabres a
tough opponent for the Bruins
to face, but after Wednesday’s
performance, it looks like the
tables have turned. The Sabres
fell 5-2 against the Bruins with
Lucic and Torey Krug scoring
twice and Dougie Hamilton
adding the additional tally.

that. To respond and try
to get the team going,
the Sabres sent their
tough guy John Scott out
to try and use his body
to add energy to his
team but failed because
he dealt an illegal hit
to Bruins forward Loui
Eriksson. Adam McQuaid
responded by fighting |
him and tossing Scott to
the ice to end the fight.
Scott was ejected from
the game and the Sabres
were given a five minute
major for an illegal
elbow.
The Bruins then used
the power play to their
advantage allowing Krug
to score his second of the
night. Scott is awaiting
an in person hearing
which usually results in
a minimum of a five or
more games suspension.
The hit also leaves
Eriksson out indefinitely
with a concussion.
lOto courtesy of Wikimedid Commons
On Oct. 24 the Bruins
since the 2011-2012 season meetings two seasons ago,
faced off against the Sharks, due to the shortened lockout the Sharks won both games
a team they haven’t played season last year. But in those holding the Bruins to only

three goals. Last Thursday
,the Sharks fell to the Bruins
2-1 with David Krejci scoring
the game-winning goal with
0.8 seconds left in regulation.
Jarome Iginla also knotted his
first of the year in the second
period.
Oct. 26 went differently for
the Bruins than the previous
two games this past week.
The Bruins faced off against
the Devils in what ended in a
4-3 defeat. The Bruins played
strong the first two periods
but gave the game away in
the third period when Marek
Zidlicky and Andy Greene
scored for the Devils. Greene
ultimately scored the game
winning game with 45 seconds
left in the third.
The Bruins have two
games back-to-back to wrap
up October with them facing
the Pittsburgh Penguins on
Wednesday night in Pittsburgh,
and then return home to play
against the Anaheim Ducks on
Halloween.
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Women's Tennis fall in the GNAC semifinals
posted an outstanding 7-5, 6-1 but in the end the team eight contests of the season. new player about a month after

Vassili Stroganov victory over the experienced made it further in the GNAC Head coach Steve Counihan the season started. She is very
Sports Editor Junior Samantha Jo Borr. tournament than previous was excited heading in to the talented. She is a freshman
It’s been three years since
the women’s tennis team last
made it to the GNAC semifinals.
This year the team has worked
really hard and all that hard
work paid off. The Lady
Rams
posted
their best result
since the 2009
2010
season.
Last
Saturday,
the team faced
Johnson & Wales
in
a
nervewracking match
which the Lady
Rams lost 6-3.
This is the closest
the team has
been to reaching
the GNAC final
since they were
last in the finals
in 2007 when
they
captured
the title.

Sagyndykova earned a firstteam All-Conference selection
in the GNAC. With the talented
player on the team, the Lady
Rams future is looking bright.
The season might have
started out with difficulties.

years. The Suffolk University
women’s tennis team is in fact
the first Suffolk team to reach
the GNAC semifinals so far this
year. The Lady Rams posted a
5-9 record this season, having
won five out of their last

k-;i:V7
J!,

Freshman
and first single
for
Suffolk,
A i d i a n a
Sagyndykova was
the only Lady
Ram to win both
of her matches
on that night.
In singles she

playoffs and talked about the
team:
“We are very excited to be
in the playoffs. We are pla5dng
really well right now for a
couple of reasons. One of the
reasons is because we got a

'

from Kazachstan and she sort
of united the rest of the team
to play a lot better, give a lot
more and play a lot quicker.”
All in all, women’s tennis
had a great season and lost to
a worthy opponent in Johnson
& Wales. Next
season,
four
great
players
will be greatly
missed as they
all graduate this
summer.
The
four seniors who
all represented
the
women’s
tennis
team
for four years
are:
Melissa
C h e rm e 1y,
Elizabeth Arkins,
Stacey
Politis
and
Allison
Weisenbach.
There
is
no
doubt that next
season is going
to be a lot
different
next
year without the
four seniors and
the team will go
through a huge
transition to a

Photo courtesy of Suffolk Afhletics

team.

Women's tennis fall in GNAC semifinals

Women's Soccer
set for Querterfinels
The thing that the Lady

Jeremy Hayes Rams need to worry about is
Asst. Sports Editor their defense. They allow on
It is that time of the season
to either win or go home.
Suffolk
University’s
women’s soccer team is set to
tackle the GNAC playoffs and
have the chance to upset Saint
Joseph’s (ME) this Saturday,
Nov. 2.
The Lady Rams (6-11) have
only won one of their last
five games, but have a decent
conference record of 6-5. They
had previously lost to Saint
Joseph’s
2-1,
which is not a
terrible thing at
all for the Lady
Rams. They had
more shots on
goal than Saint
Joseph’s,
but
they just could
not get the ball
into the net
more than once,
forward
and
Taylor Miranda’s
goal helped the Lady Rams
stay in the game for the
whole second half. If they can
manage to capitalize on their
shot attempts, the Lady Rams
can easily contend against any
opponent.

average about 2.5 goals per
game, and only average 1.5
goals scored. If the Lady Rams
give up more than two goals,
they will stand no chance since
they only scored more than
three goals in three games this
season.
Although the Lady Rams
are one of the lower seeded
teams this season, it is not
impossible for them to beat
Saint Joseph’s since they are
a mid-level team in the GNAC.

Playoffs on the horizon
for Volleyball
Tori

"r-

fci

Phofo courfesy of Suffolk Afhleiics

If the Lady Rams can win,
they will get to face one of the
top seeds in Lasell or Albertus
Magnus, which would be an
outstanding accomplishment
for this team that started the
season 0-5.

leads

the volleyball,

which

will

be

players on the team.
She Luckily the Lady Rams will
It has been an average year averages 3.7 kills per set, more have some experienced players
for
Suffolk
University’s
Volleyball
team, but all
that can be
left behind in
the playoffs.
After
a
lackluster
year for the
Lady
Rams,
they still have
plenty
to
prove and will
have a chance
to. They have
clinched
the

playoffs,

k'

Brillaud

Jeremy Hayes team in kills, and has proven important for her in the
Asst. Sports Editor to be one of the most valuable playoffs to gain experience.

and
more
importantly finished their
regular season with a big home
win against UMass Dartmouth
3-1.
The Lady Rams (16-13)
finished the season with a
5-6 conference record. More
impressively, they managed to
put up a 6-1 record at home,
with their only loss coming
from GNAC rival Emmanuel.

Photo courtesy of Suffolk Athletics

than anyone on the team.
Brillaud has managed 4.1
points per set and has totaled
365.5 points this season. The
player who comes close with
332.5 points is freshman
Savannah Carpenter.
Carpenter, who has
253 kills, has proven that
she is the future of Suffolk

like seniors Hailey Atkinson
and Colbey Kennedy, who
reached her 1,000th dig in her
collegiate career this season.
There is still a week left
in the regular season for the
GNAC, but the Lady Rams will
get to rest until they find out
who their opponent is in the
playoffs.

